
Flisat Decals

Our decals convert your Flisat table and chairs into a unique addition to the playroom within minutes.

Choose from our wide variety of artist drawn designs to transform your Flisat furniture following the simple

instructions below.

1.      BEFORE YOU START

> Clean the destination surface to remove dirt and oils. Make sure it is dried thoroughly to

ensure the decal will adhere to the surface.

2.      THE STICKY-ING BIT

Fun fact: Our decals are designed to fit from edge to edge, leaving no gap.

> Carefully peel approximately 10cm (4 in.) of the decal away from the backing paper along

one edge of the decal.

> Ensure the decal is oriented correctly. Line up the exposed decal with the edge of the table lid

or chair. Make sure the two corners and adjacent sides are also in line with the edge of the

furniture. When it is positioned correctly, press down on the decal to stick it to the surface.

> Peel the remainder of the backing paper away from the decal at a 45 degree angle. Go slowly, 

and expel air bubbles towards the edge as you stick the decal onto the surface.

Leg wraps: Place chair leg wraps horizontally at the base of the leg. Position the start of the decal at the 

back of the leg so the overlapping seam is hidden. 

Hot tip: Use a credit card, plastic ruler, cloth, fingertips or vinyl applicator to smooth out the decal

as you remove the backing paper.

Our vinyl decals are laminated so they moderately waterproof, scratch and UV resistant. If they get dirty,

clean with a damp cloth. They are easy to remove but cannot be reused so take your time applying.

We love to see our products in action.  Contact us via email or tag us via the details below to be featured.
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Thank you for choosing the Toddle Way Flisat Decals


